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CMAF’s Vision: 
CMAF is dedicated to improving the lives of 
impoverished children and families in Nepal by 
bridging healthcare needs with access to healthcare 
services. We facilitate the fund development, local 
and international partnerships and volunteer 
assistance required to provide no- or low-cost 
healthcare services to indigent families in rural, 
remote areas of Nepal. Our vision is to help make 
it possible for all children in Nepal to have the best 
possible chances for a healthy and fulfilling life by 
ensuring access to basic healthcare, and providing 
education and treatment for disfiguring birth defects.
 
Who Does CMAF Help? 
Many children in remote villages do not receive 
medical treatment due to geographical constraints, 
poverty, lack of medical supplies or absence of 
trained personnel.  Children’s Medical Aid Foundation 
facilitates access to needed healthcare services 
primarily for children and women in unserved and 
underserved areas in rural Nepal.  All those in need 
receive our services regardless of caste, religion, or 
political beliefs.
 
How Does CMAF Help? 
CMAF has two areas of focus:

• Corrective Surgery Program
• Medical Facility Development

We also solicit and collect medical supplies from 
donated sources such as hospitals, clinics and 
manufacturers in the U.S. These supplies are 
transported to Model Hospital in Kathmandu by 
volunteer couriers. We provide funds to support 
Model Hospital and the Plastic Surgery Department 
that hosts our Corrective Surgery Program.  In 
2009 we began increasing our services to provide 
educational support for older children who need 
to be brought up to grade level to join their peers.  
We have participated in Phase I of a PHECT-NEPAL 
project to build a 50-bed hospital in Itahari, Nepal, 
established Chisang Clinic in Eastern Nepal and 
recently developed an on-going dental education 
and prevention program for Nepalese children.

The local Nepalese surgeons, physicians and medical 
staff we work with understand the patient needs, 
cultural differences and political circumstances in 
Nepal that play a role in delivering a sustainable, 
comprehensive program. By donating to CMAF, you 
will be contributing to their efforts and making a 
difference in the lives of the children and families 
they serve.

Why a Corrective Surgery Program 
in Nepal?
Two percent of Nepalese children are born with a 
disfiguring congenital abnormality (birth defect) that 
is easily detectable at birth. Abnormalities of the face 

and extremities are especially severe for children 
and their families. Many of these children are kept 
hidden due to shame, guilt, superstitions or spiritual 
beliefs, resulting in these children being isolated from 
school and community life. The surgical outreach 
team locates these children, educates families and 
communities to dispel the fears and beliefs related 
to the causes, and informs them of the availability 
of free corrective surgery. This may be a child’s 
only chance to be freed from the stigma, shame 
and handicaps associated with having a congenital 
defect. Villagers with post-traumatic deformities 
such as burn contractures are also candidates for 
free corrective surgery. 

The average cost of a each operation is $200. 
This covers transportation, food, lodging, surgery, 
anaesthesia, recovery room, post op visits, dressing 
changes, all supplies, equipment needed and physical 
therapy sessions. Just think – for $200 you can be 
personally responsible for changing a child’s life 
forever!

Carol Vernal
Founder and CEO, 

Children’s Medical Aid Foundation

Children’s Medical Aid Foundation

www.childrensmedaid.org carolvernal@childrensmedaid.orgChildren’s Medical Aid Foundation



About this Calendar
 
100% of the proceeds from the sales of this calendar benefit Children’s Medical Aid Foundation (CMAF), a non-profit, tax-exempt, 501(c)(3) 
organization.  The photographs are the work of Eric Chang, taken during two trips to Nepal. 
 
 The first trip involved four childhood friends, Neil, John, Sanjeeb and Eric.  The four became friends during the early 1970’s, while attending 
public school in New York City .  Sanjeeb is Nepalese and currently lives in Kathmandu.  Years ago, Neil and Eric talked about a Himalayan 
adventure to visit him.  However, internal civil strife in Nepal prevented the trip.  A couple of years later, when Sanjeeb thought conditions had 
sufficiently improved, Neil suffered a relapse of a brain tumour.  He had been courageously battling this cancer for more than 15 years.  When 
it became obvious that Neil was going to lose this battle, Eric, quite candidly, in Neil’s kitchen one evening, asked him if he wanted his ashes 
scattered in Nepal.  Neil’s face lit up with enthusiasm, he simply loved the idea.  Nearly three years after Neil’s passing, John and Eric travelled 
across the globe to Nepal and with Sanjeeb, fulfilled Neil’s wish.
 
After getting the blessings of a monk, they buried Neil’s ashes in Lumbini, the historical place where Lord Buddha was born.  On the way 
to Lumbini, they stayed a couple of days in Pokhara, a popular tourist town by a lake, with beautiful vistas of the Annapurna range in the 
background.  One early morning, when Eric dropped off his dirty laundry, he encountered the shop owner and his 12 year old daughter, Rabina.  
Rabina had a cleft lip and palate.  The father explained, painfully, that his daughter was often bullied and didn’t like attending school because of 
it.  She was malnourished because food entered the hole in her palate and discharged through her nasal passages.  He said she had previously 
received treatment but it was too expensive to continue.  When Eric returned to the hotel room, he woke John and Sanjeeb up, excitedly 
explaining the idea for a project they were about to undertake, in Neil’s memory.  As they departed Pokhara, they stopped at the small laundry.  
There, John and Sanjeeb met Rabina and her parents, who all lived in the back of the store. 
 
Within four weeks of returning to the United States, they raised more than five thousand dollars and within two months, Sanjeeb organized 
medical treatment in Kathmandu for Rabina.  At the time of this writing, more than a year after their first contact, Rabina is still being treated, 
which will likely last for years to come.  In the meantime, Sanjeeb maintains regular contact with her and her family.
 
While raising funds and organizing treatment for Rabina, Sanjeeb and Eric became involved with others dedicated to improving health care in 
Nepal.  One of the people they met was Carol Vernal.  Carol is a nurse and she first travelled to Nepal in 1989 and immediately fell in love 
with the place.  After many return trips, in 2004, she founded Children’s Medical Aid Foundation.  She returns a couple of times per year and 
frequently holds medical camps in the rural parts of the country to provide health care for people that normally have no access to doctors 
or clinics.  Recently, Carol asked Sanjeeb and Eric to become members of CMAF’s Board of Directors, which they happily accepted.  This 
calendar is the first of hopefully many fundraisers that they hope to do, all with the intent of donating 100% of the proceeds to CMAF to 
further improve the lives of people in Nepal.
 
This calendar was designed by Teesha Shrestha (Sanjeeb’s cousin) and printed in Nepal by Puru Adhikari.

 As they say in Nepal, Namaste
 - Sanjeeb, John and Eric
 
You can view more of Eric’s photographs at : www.echangphotography.com

From left, clockwise: 1.  Rabina dressed for school  2.  Our brother Neil Nash  3.  L to R - Sanj, Carol, Eric at Kirtipur Hospital  4.  Three Monkeys in Bhaktapur Durbar Square
5.  Dr. Bonita Hoskins and Dr. Shankar Rai examining Rabina  6.  Rabina getting fitted for a device to expand her palate
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I encountered this woman at Boudhanath, a Buddhist Stupa in Kathmandu.  Many locals go to the Stupa and rely on the generosity of tourists.  They 
willfully exchange a portrait in the hope and anticipation of receiving a contribution.
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This was a random shot of two friends I passed in a courtyard.  In an instant, the boy on the right fell into his best devilishly dimpled Clark Gable pose!
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John and I were getting ready to leave Boudhanath Stupa when I saw a group of young monks, playing without a care in the world.  I followed them a bit 
and happily caught this shot, one of my favourites.
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The “sister” equivalent of February’s photograph.  I randomly passed these two friends who also easily posed for a shot.  Nepal is one of the ten poorest 
countries in the world but I encountered so many people, who in spite of their absolute poverty, seemed happy, content and eager to engage with 
foreigners.
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I encountered this senior woman monk at Boudhanath.  One time I searched Boudhanath on the internet, and I saw her image among the search results.  
I also saw her the second time I visited Nepal, sitting in the same place, happily bestowing blessings upon the tourists.  Sanj and I made offerings to her and 
received her blessings as well.
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This is a random shot of two friends or brothers playing on a street curb near Thamel, a place made popular by American tourists during the 1960s.  The place still 
has a “hippie” vibe to it.  There are many great little family-run stores piled on top of one another, all hawking nearly the same stuff. 
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Nothing like a popsicle to cool things down.  This shot was taken as I was departing a beautifully aged bed and breakfast called “Old Inn” in Bandipur.  Bandipur is 
a charming hill town.  This band of kids turned a corner and were suddenly all coming towards me.  I abruptly halted them and offered to buy them popsicles.  As 
they happily scurried away, I called them back, recognizing the photo opportunity.  None of them seemed too pleased about the interruption.
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If you thought a popsicle was good for cooling you down during the hot summer months, try a snow capped mountain.  This is a shot of the wall formed 
by Annapurna South (23,684 feet) and Hiunchuli (21,131 feet).  On my second visit to Nepal, I saw an avalanche here, which was frightening because, as I 
heard the sound of distant rumbling, a trekking guide shouted, “AVALANCHE!”.  I looked straight up, assuming I was about to be buried, but was relieved 
when I saw the huge wave of snow collapsing in the distance.
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I encountered these two adorable children at the entrance to Swayambhunath (affectionately known as The Monkey Temple), which is a short and 
inexpensive cab ride from Thamel.  After climbing many steps, you come to a beautiful Buddhist stupa (not as large as Boudhanath), sitting atop a hill 
overlooking Kathmandu Valley.
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These two girls were selling their strings of marigold flowers during Diwali, otherwise known as “The Festival of Lights”.  It is one of the most important 
holy festivals of the year, in essence, a celebration of life and marigolds are everywhere.  One of the observed customs during Diwali is for sisters to 
honor their brothers as protectors.  As we departed the high hills of Bandipur, driving down the serpentine road, we stopped to give a ride to a husband 
and wife on their way to visit her brother.  This spared them many hours of walking in the hot sun.  When we arrived, their anxiously awaiting family 
adorned me with a beautiful necklace of marigolds.
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Sanj had previously visited this Buddhist monastery near Pharping in Kathmandu Valley and saw the young monks using make-shift balls of bundled 
newspapers and plastic bags to play soccer.  On this visit, he had the good idea to bring them a couple of real soccer balls.  When we arrived, they were 
in the middle of lessons at the end of the day.  Sanj gently rolled the balls their way, completely interrupting them.  I hope no one was at the cusp of 
achieving Nirvana when we did this!
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What can I say, winter is here and baby, it’s gonna get cold.  Just count your blessings you’re not on one of these mountains.  This photo was taken while 
I was aboard a quick “out and back” one hour flight run by Buddha Air to catch a glimpse of Mount Everest.
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